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Abstract

Ubiquitous and pervasive applications are aware of the context of the used resources. This class of application can benefit from mechanisms to discover resources (devices and sensors) that meet their requirements and mechanisms to monitor the state and provide access to the functionalities of these resources. We present an architecture that includes two essential services to compose the supporting infrastructure required by the mentioned applications: a Context Service, that provides access to context information, and a Discovery Service. Resource Agents, which encapsulate and provide access to the actual resources and sensors, are also included in the proposal. A reference implementation, based on Web Services technology, was used to develop a remote assisted living application, which relies on ambient sensors, placed in each room, to capture context information and on a combo medical appliance to perform blood pressure measurements on the patient, according to a care plan prescribed by a doctor. The collected set of context data may be transmitted to a monitoring center and also interpreted locally using medical knowledge; the identification of a patient’s abnormal condition can activate local actions or send an emergency message to a monitoring center. The local infrastructure can help a doctor to monitor and assist the patient while he or she is performing daily activities. It may also help reducing hospitalization time and improving the patient’s treatment compliance and quality of life.

1. Introduction

Context-aware applications are constrained and bound by the state of the used components and resources, regarding their availability and quality. For instance, considering context-aware remote assisted living applications, the environment where they are usually deployed can often change: sensors or new medical equipments can be added, removed or stopped. As a consequence, these applications need to adapt due (i) to resource and context variation, (ii) to new features introduced in the application and (iii) to the operation quality expected by the user application. An adaptation is often triggered by a set of rules or policies that take into consideration the current state of the application, its components and used resources, as well as domain-related information such as, the current activity and location of the patient, health status, whether or not the patient lives alone, or a new medical routine prescribed by a doctor. Such class of applications can benefit from mechanisms to discover resources that meet their non-functional requirements and mechanisms to monitor the quality of those resources.

The activity of discovering and monitoring resources is recurrent in ubiquitous systems, which have diverse applications, such as smart spaces, home automation or e-health. It is desirable that these activities can be treated with high-level abstractions, and managed in a uniform way.

To provide such a high level discovery and monitoring capabilities the infrastructure has to offer basic services and enforce some discipline. For
instance, components and resources to be discovered, used and monitored have to be described and then published (or registered) in some directory service. Without these steps clients would not be able to find the services nor confirm if a service really offers what is needed.

The description style of components and resources should be decoupled from specific implementations and should facilitate the integration of new elements. Moreover, interaction among resources and the infrastructure should also be independent from specific communication mechanisms so they can be integrated and reused more easily in other domains.

The first part of the article presents two essential services that are included in the management infrastructure of the applications: a Context Service that provides access to context information; and a Discovery Service, which allows the dynamic discovery of resources, considering context constraints to be satisfied. These services rely on agents, which monitor the actual resources. The software architecture of these services was designed as a framework of objects, which are implemented as Web Services and follow simple design patterns. Examples from the pervasive computing domain demonstrate the facilities of the proposed services.

In the second part of this article we sketch a context-aware remote assisted living application, which employs these services. In this application we use sensors in each room to capture ambient context information, and a combo wireless medical appliance to collect the patient’s blood-pressure measurements according to a care plan prescribed by a medical doctor, the patient’s current activity is also inferred using collected information. This data set is used to detect and report abnormal situations (sending alert or emergency messages to a monitoring center) and can help a doctor to monitor and assist the patient while he or she is performing daily activities. It may also allow reducing hospitalization time and help increasing the quality of life, mainly for elderly people.

2. Discovery and context services

The proposal of this work considers that when deployed a context-aware application needs to find resources of a given kind to begin execution and that these resources have to comply with certain context restrictions (specific characteristics or operation properties). Once a resource is found and selected, the application obtains a reference to use it and monitor its state. An application can need to monitor several resources to reason on the current context (i.e., the set of states of all monitored resources) and, as a consequence, either decide to maintain the current configuration or to trigger adaptation procedures. This can happen frequently in some environments, e.g., when a patient moves from one room to another or begins a new activity. An adaptation can imply discovering better resources of an already used kind or discovering a new kind of resource.

Given the mentioned requirements, a model of services is proposed, comprising the following elements:

Resource Agent (RAgent). A Resource Agent acts as a proxy that makes context information available and responds to monitoring queries on behalf of a given resource, hiding low-level details used in the sensing and acquisition of raw data. In this regard a uniform interface has to be provided, and the application does not have to be aware of the specific sensing mechanisms.

Registration and Directory Service (Reg&DirServ). The Registration and Directory Service is the prime repository for all resource discovery and monitoring elements. At startup each RAgent has to register itself in the Registration and Directory Service. Each resource type has the support of a corresponding specific RAgent. As mentioned this RAgent has to provide the context information of the resource it represents based on the XML description, regardless of how it is actually measured or sensed.

Context Service (ContextServ). The Context Service is responsible for making available context information and hiding the communication details from the RAgents. It provides a high level access interface for information requests. A client application can customize which data is required and how it shall be collected.

Discovery Service (DiscServ). The Discovery Service provides an interface that can be used to identify among registered resources a list of resources of a given kind that complies with a set of context constraints. The returned list can be further filtered or ranked so that the best possible resource is identified.

2.1. Architecture
The overall architecture of the framework, composed by the services and their relations, is presented in Figure 1. The Reg&DirServ receives registration requests from all RAgents. When performing a discovery the DiscServ goes to the Reg&DirServ and gets a list of resource locations. If one or more attributes have dynamic values, the DiscServ has to ask the ContextServ for recently monitored information. The communication between the RAges and the ContextServ can be configured to work proactively or reactively, i.e., an RAgent can notify the ContextServ every time a monitored attribute has its value changed, or respond to on-demand queries from the ContextServ.

![Figure 1. Framework components](image)

The DiscServ and the ContextServ interfaces are provided for the client. One can query the DiscServ to find a resource of a given type and a given set of attribute values or range of values. The DiscServ returns a list of references of resources that satisfy all constraints. After setting the initial configuration of resources, the context-aware application can monitor the context using the ContextServ. The interaction between the client and the ContextServ can also be set to push or pull styles. A query submitted to the ContextServ can be customized so that a set of RAges is monitored. The resulting response is a composition containing information of all RAges in the set.

### 2.2. Resource representation

For consistency reasons every resource type description (that works as a template and as a contract has to be initially registered in the Reg&DirServ), After that the respective RAges can register themselves in the Reg&DirServ and once registered the RAge is ready to run. Figure 2 presents the description of a BloodPressure resource. First, the type is declared (line 2) and detailed description can be provided (line 3). After that a list of attributes can be declared (lines 4 to 9). Each attribute has a Name, a Type, and a Unit. Every RAgent registering as a BloodPressure resource in the Reg&DirServ has to monitor and provide these attributes.

1. `<Resource>`
2. `<Type>bloodPressure</Type>`
3. `<Description>Blood Pressure Resource Agent</Description>`
4. `<Attributes>`
5. `<Attrib Name="Serial" Type="string"/>
6. `<Attrib Name="Model" Type="string"/>
7. `<Attrib Name="systolic" Type="integer" Units="mmHg"/>
8. `<Attrib Name="diastolic" Type="integer" Units="mmHg"/>
9. `</Attributes>`
10. `</Resource>`

![Figure 2. BloodPressure resource description]

### 2.3. Reference Implementation

A reference implementation of the proposed services, named the Context Discovery Resource Framework (CDRF), was developed as a framework of components and classes using Java V.6. The principles in this implementation are (i) minimum dependency among the services; and (ii) minimum dependency on communication protocol.

The abstract classes and interfaces of the framework, which contain the standard behavior of the services, were specialized as Web Services. In this regard we used the XML Web Services API, JAX-WS 2.0. This API makes it possible to implement communication among our services and the RAges through RPC using SOAP 1.0 messages.

The services and the RAges were deployed as stand-alone daemons, each of them running as Web Services over an independent Web server. We used the embedded HTTP server provided by the standard JDK 6.0, which was prepared to forward the requests to our server classes with no need to install and configure complete Java EE application servers.

### 3. Remote assisted living application

We are evaluating the reference implementation of the services employing it as the infrastructure to run a context-aware Remote Assisted Living application, which caters for monitoring elderly patients in their homes.

A typical configuration involves sensors that collect data from the patient and send this data to a monitoring center (a clinic, a doctor, a hospital). In our approach, we incorporate local intelligence at home: ambient sensors in the house and sensors worn by the patient constantly generate data, which is collected by a local computer system that interprets them using medical knowledge. The identification of a patient's abnormal condition can activate a local device (e.g., turning on an air conditioning appliance), start an interaction with
the person (e.g., through a TV screen) or send an emergency message to a monitoring center.

### 3.1. Home Health System

The HHS is a software system built to collect, store, analyze and distribute context data. In our approach, context data is comprised by the ambient sensor measurements, the patient’s current activity and her/his location in the house, and the physiological/medical measurements. The HHS evaluates the collected context data to infer the patient’s health status. All context data and the inferred health status are stored in a local database to maintain an individualized history of the patient. The history information is also sent to a monitoring center and is made available to the doctor and other involved health professionals and some of the patient’s relatives.

![Figure 3. Remote assisted living system organization](image)

The software system core is the Care Plan, which is composed by medical prescriptions and routines directed to the patient. Figure 3 presents the overall organization of the system modules:

- **Monitoring**: discovers and monitors sensors and appliances to collect context data;
- **Analysis**: applies a series of rules and uses a fuzzy model to infer the patient’s status, severity trends or critical situations;
- **Persistence**: uses a relational database to store collected context data and inferred status;
- **Scheduler**: can be programmed to send alert messages, transmit context data to the monitoring center and to trigger pre-configured actions at specific times;
- **Distribution**: responsible for forwarding data to a monitoring central and for sending notifications or detailed data to the doctor or health professionals;
- **Interaction**: handles the presentation of the monitored data, providing appropriate visions to each actor of the system, i.e., the patient, family members and authorized health professionals.

More details on the HHS and on the intelligent analysis module can be found at [3].

### 3.2. The Scenario

The scenario we are working on is depicted in Figure 4. Each room has a set of ambient sensors (temperature, light and humidity). The heating and cooling system of the house and the Digital TVs (DiTV) that are able to receive and display messages are also part of the application. The patient will wear a location tag and a motion sensor (an accelerometer).

![Figure 4. Remote assisted living ambient](image)

The patient will also have to put on a medical appliance when the care plan says it is time to do so. All devices communicate with a computing node using a mix of wireless and wired network. A Home Health System (HHS) unit runs on the computing node and is a software system comprised by a data base, a communication module, an intelligent scheduler and a specialized browser.

Each sensor or device will be represented by an RAgent. The software running on the HHS relays on the DiscServ and ContextServ to collect context information pushing or pulling data to/from the RAgents.

### 3.3 Deployment

The daily use of the proposed system has to consider that the patient or the accompanying care providers are not computer experts. So, the use of the
system has to be preceded by an installation and deployment phase, which comprises the following steps:

**Basic deployment.** The ambient sensors are installed, adjusted and calibrated. The HHS is loaded in the computing node and appropriate security (passwords, keys or digital certificates) is configured;

**HHS configuration.** Basic information has to be initially configured: the house map (in our prototype, the name of each room) to allow locating the patient, and the URI references for the supporting services;

**Communication configuration.** Communication with the central system, doctors (or care providers) cell phone are set and configured.

**Sensor description and registration.** Each sensor is described, according to its RAgent class and registered in the Reg&DirServ.

**Medical appliances selection.** A nurse or a care provider has to retrieve the initial Care Plan and select the appropriate set of medical appliances;

**Medical appliances registration.** After selecting the device, the corresponding RAgent description is customized with the help of the HHS GUI and the corresponding RAgent is also registered in the Reg&DirServ.

Once the previous steps are completed the system can perform a sensor survey. The sensor survey consists in consulting the DiscServ to find all available ambient sensor RAgents registered in the Reg&DirServ for each room. This information confirms which sensors are expected to provide ambient data for each room during normal operation, and allows detecting malfunctioning of a sensor afterwards.

### 3.4 Operation

At this point the system is configured with all necessary information and can begin operation. When it comes the time to perform a physiological measurement, the patient (or the care provider) has to correctly place the device and make the measurement. This step could be unnecessary if the medical device could be worn all the time or if it could be programmed to automatically initiate a measurement according to the Care Plan schedule. The RAgent representing the medical device notifies the HHS of the new measurement.

The obtained measurement is parsed, the relevant values are stored in the database, and then the ContextServ is consulted to get the context from the UserLocation service RAgent in order to identify in which room the patient is currently located. With the user location the HHS engine can then get the current values of all ambient sensors (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Temperature response of the office sensor](image)

In the sequence the HHS also consults the Activity RAgent to get the information of the patient activity. The Monitoring module has now collected all needed context information and delivers it to the Analysis module. The context composed by all the collected data is evaluated as a whole. The Analysis module, which uses rules based on medical guidelines, is able to reliably infer critical conditions and trends. Conflicting context information can be classified as suspicious and trigger a procedure attempting to correct a potentially erroneous input [3].

The Care Plan management engine includes a programmed reminder system, which programs the scheduler the display of specific messages to remind the patient or the care provider that a given action has to be executed (for instance, taking a medicine, performing a measurement or even recharging the battery of a device). It can also schedule the transmission of alert messages to a doctor and to the monitoring center, when given conditions or thresholds are detected.

### 3.5. Prototype

Using the reference implementation, we developed a first prototype of the remote assisted living application. We are using a wireless device, named WristClinic [5], which is able to measure blood pressure, heart rate, 
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body temperature and breath-rate. In this prototype we employ this device to get blood pressure measurements and a PDA to manually inform the patient’s activity. Based on this information a fuzzy rule system infers the patient’s health status [3]. All collected data is stored in a PostGres SQL data base. Figure 5 presents a sample of the Graphical User Interface. Currently we are making some extensions in our prototype:

- Ambient sensors RAgents are being integrated to the system. We are currently using temperature loggers in our tests. The inclusion of procedures to activate or reconfigure ambient devices are also under development. Some experiments were

```xml
<ContextResponse>
  <ResourceInfo URI="services.Temperature">
    <Attributes Update="2009-05-05T20:32:00.0" Interval="60000">
      <Attribute Name="locationId" Values="office"/>
      <Attribute Name="measure" Values="25.5" Units="C"/>
    </Attributes>
  </ResourceInfo>
  <ResourceInfo URI="services.Luminosity">
    ...
  </ResourceInfo>
</ContextResponse>
```
performed with X10 devices (www.x10.com) to switch on-off and dim the room lights according to the patient’s current location;

Remote assisted living applications are not a novelty, e.g., [1, 2, 4]. However, the integration of medical measurements and other context information, obtained from ambient sensors and wearable devices, provided by our approach adds a further step in this area.

The implementation of the remote assisted living application is currently in progress, though its relevant modules are already implemented and tested. The development of the aspects that depend on specific medical expertise is supported by medical collaborators, from the UERJ (University Hospital) and UFF (Biomedical Institute). Some further improvements we are planning with their help are worth to mention:

- Refinement of the rules to infer health status, mainly those related to the precise classification of critical situations and emergency alerts;
- Self-adaptation of the Care Plan. A new prescription could be deployed by the doctor, or the care plan management engine could recommend adjustments (to the current plan) based on an inferred trend.

We are planning to start soon an evaluation of the application with real patients. Besides verifying the benefits accrued from the use of the system, we want to evaluate the effects of the daily interaction of the patient with the system and also receive the critics from the health providers behind it.
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